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INTERNATIONAL DAIRY MARKET NEWS - EUROPE 
Information gathered  August 8 - 19, 2016  

Prices are U.S. $/MT, F.O.B. port. Information gathered for this report is from trades, offers to sell, and secondary data. This bi-weekly report may not always contain the same 
products and/or regions. Future reports may be included or withdrawn depending on availability of information. MT = metric ton = 2,204.6 pounds. 

WESTERN OVERVIEW: In Western Europe, seasonal declines in 
milk production have accelerated as a result of summer heat in some 
areas. Informal estimates from German processors have some 
intakes down near 2% from a week ago. Components are also 
dropping. EU milk deliveries during June were 1.9% below June last 
year, according to Eurostat. This is the first monthly decline since 
the 1.7% decline during March 2015. Among the largest Western 
European milk producing nations, January-June Germany is up 
3.7%; Ireland is up 10.3%; France is even; and the Netherlands is up 
12.7%. EU processors tend to welcome the overall EU lower 
production data, believing that it will contribute to firming dairy 
prices. A factor contributing to lower production is less feeding of 
concentrates, a decision many producers made to help improve cash 
flows. Cow culling was up in some areas. In Germany, January-June 
2016, 9.1% more cows were sent to slaughter than the prior year, 
another way producers sought to reduce operational costs and raise 
revenue. The trend of milk production reduction and fewer cows has 
some processors looking optimistically to the first quarter of 2017 as 
a time of enhanced profitability resulting from greater price strength 
in EU dairy markets. 
 
 
 
 
 
BUTTER/BUTTEROIL: Butter  pr ices in Western Europe are 
stronger. Firming is expected to continue, at least in the near term. 
Current demand for new bulk butter transactions is quiet. Supplies 
available for new sales are limited. Much current production has 
been previously contracted. Sellers are inflexible in pricing. Longer 
term, both sellers and buyers are holding back from commitments. 
There is uncertainty as to supplies and pricing near the end of 2016, 
which has both manufacturers and buyers seeking to better assess 
what they expect ahead before committing. Packaged butter is 
currently available in normal seasonal volumes and demand is 
considered normal. Currently cheese is regarded as a more profitable 
use of milk than butter. 
 
82% BUTTERFAT:              3,800 - 3,975                           
99% BUTTERFAT:              4,000 - 4,350         
 
 
 
 
 
SKIM MILK POWDER (SMP): Skim milk powder  pr ices in the 
EU slightly strengthened at each end of the price range. The market 
is quiet, partially attributed to the continuing holiday factor. Most 
current production is directed to filling existing contracts. In the EU 
skim milk powder manufacturers and sellers have begun discussions 
about fourth quarter contracts. Few have been finalized as each side 
is primarily exploring market factors at this time and price 
expectations differ buyer to seller. Manufacturers are also uncertain 
as to how much milk will be available to manufacture SMP in the 
fourth quarter and what the most profitable use of milk will be in 
manufacturing terms. Currently cheese is regarded as a more 
profitable use of milk than SMP. 
                                              
1.25% BUTTERFAT:                          2,000 - 2,125     
 
 

SWEET WHEY POWDER: Whey pr ices have firmed in 
Western Europe. In part this reflects cheese production that is below 
what manufacturers would like to achieve. With milk production 
declining, buyers do not expect much supply relief in coming 
months. This is helping to strengthen markets due to increased 
demand, especially for feed grade whey. 
                                             
 NONHYGROSCOPIC:                              775 - 875     
 
 
 
 
WHOLE MILK POWDER (WMP): Whole milk powder  pr ices 
strengthened this week at each end of the price range in Western 
Europe, even with generally quiet WMP demand in the EU.  The 
magnitude of WMP price increases during GDT Event 170 was 
mentioned by a number of people in the EU as influencing EU 
WMP prices. Of course, with EU milk production declining, 
production in the EU is also constrained. This is also a factor 
supporting price increases.  
                                                                                                          
26% BUTTERFAT:                            2,600 - 2,750     
 
 
 
 
EASTERN OVERVIEW: Milk production volumes and 
patterns in Eastern Europe are varied. January-June 2016 production 
increased compared with one year earlier in the Czech Republic 
+14.3%; Poland +5.1%; Romania +6.8%; and Slovenia +6.3%. 
Decreased occurred in Lithuania -1.0%; and Slovakia -3.0%. 
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